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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN
Discontent and Glory
I COULD START THIS COLUMN OFF BY BEING CLASSY AND QUOTING SHAKESPEARE, WHO, IN RICHARD
the Third so eloquently said, “Now is the winter of our discontent.” Or I could quote George Costanza
from Seinfeld, who in the show’s Marine Biologist episode said: “The sea was angry that day, my friends
— like an old man trying to send back soup in a deli.”
Or I could just get to the point and say it: people are ticked off. Unfortunately, many of us in our
everyday interactions no longer use our best manners. All too often we abandon civilized behavior and
send snarky e-mails or bitter tweets, saying things on the Internet that we’d never say face to face.
I hope we have not reached the point of no-return on civilized behavior. My mom was a single
parent raising five kids and while she couldn’t always provide material things and three square meals
a day, she made every effort to teach us manners and respect others, and I try and instill those same
values in my kids today.
So what’s the point to all this? We’re living in a ticked-off, short-tempered, nasty time and we need
to figure out how to do business in such an environment. For retailers, it means providing service
and a great in-store experience to consumers who are distracted, disloyal and almost looking for an
excuse to throw up their hands, walk out the door and go buy it online where they don’t have to deal
with other human beings.
Over the Christmas vacation I was in a store with my son to buy him a sweatshirt. I had a gift
card for that store and my son and I spent about three minutes finding what he wanted in his size
and preferred color. For my son, this was a “long” shopping experience. He actually tried on two
items and changed his mind on color once. As a supporter of brick-and-mortar shopping, I was
encouraged and felt hope for the future of retail.
But then the experience began to unravel when we tried to check out. The

“Now is the winter
of our discontent.”
Or I could just get to
the point and say it:
people are ticked off.

line was about 15 people long and the two cashiers were struggling to get
through it. There was a logjam with one shopper who was trying to make
returns and asking questions about lost gift cards. Shoppers on the line
began to grumble and the associates in the store made it clear that we had
no choice but to wait.
When my son and I finally got to the front of the line, the cashier told me
my gift card wasn’t effective until January 1. I told him the only reason I was
shopping in his store that day was because I had the gift card and after waiting
on line for 20 minutes, I’d be very unhappy if my card was not processed.
He said he’d give it a try and if it didn’t work, he’d figure out a discount

for me. He tried and the card worked. Further, once the transaction was processed, he gave me a
coupon for a free appetizer in the store’s restaurant, which was located upstairs. (For those of you
who guessed this was a Tommy Bahama store, you are correct and may go to the head of the class.)
“I appreciate that you had to wait on line a long time today,” is what he said. That he said it was
great, but the fact that he made a gesture to back it up was even better.
This was all very impressive to me. He took a customer (me) who was on the edge of being very
unhappy and nullified my bad feelings. Better, he managed to turn it into a positive. This associate was
empowered by his employer to make decisions and showed good judgment to keep a customer happy.
So now back to Shakespeare. That line about the “winter of discontent” is often misquoted and
taken out of context. The full quote from Richard, the future king, actually refers to an upturn in his
family’s fortunes. The summer will be “made glorious” and the clouds that had hovered over his
family will be “buried.”
That is my hope for 2016. That discontent gives way to glory. Happy New Year everyone. O
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IN THE MARKET | #TRENDING
New Products Are Looking to the Past for Inspiration.
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What’s old is new again. Retro style trends have moved beyond
sneakers and T-shirts. In 2016 we’ll see throwback style in
everything from headwear to outerwear and hiking boots. Here
are a few retro products to keep an eye on in the year ahead.

Columbia’s Bugaboo
Part of the Pacific Northwest
Original series from Columbia, the
1986 Bugaboo Jacket is getting
reissued in Fall 2016. This is the
jacket that helped put Columbia on
the map as an outerwear and skiwear company. The Bugaboo 1986
Interchange Jacket is a fun, ’80s
throwback style featuring bright
colors and a retro silhouette with
an elastic hem. While the design of
this jacket is playful, it’s still a fully
functional 3-in-1 interchange ski
jacket with waterproof protection,
interior security pocket and adjustable sleeve cuffs.
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Air Jordan 6 Retro Maroon

Merrell Makes 35 Stylish
The Sugarbush boot from Merrell is
lightweight and waterproof — with
all the modern touches. But it has
a sleek retro aesthetic that makes
it a “throwback” style winner. 2016
marks the 35th anniversary of
Merrell, when a custom cowboy
boot maker named Randy Merrell
built his first high-quality, custommade hiking boots. The brand’s
new Waitsfield line is a small collection of versatile boots and shoes
designed for city dwellers who
turn to the outdoors for balance,
adventure and escape. Each pattern
in this collection fuses technology
with a nostalgic nod to the past.
Brooks Has History
Originally born in 1982, the legendary Brooks Chariot was one of the
most popular running shoes in the
eighties. The brand has relaunched
the Chariot as a Heritage shoe and
created buzz among runners and
sneakerheads alike. Dropping in
June will be a new version of the
Varsity Chariot, a material and color
update to the storied Chariot shoe.

t
Merrell Sugarbush Boo
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Jordan Retro Remasters
The Air Jordan line takes retro to
new levels. The brand even has
what it calls a “Retro Remaster
Initiative.” When it comes to recreating Jordan favorites, VP of Jordan
Footwear, Yuron White, mentions color and materials as being

extremely important. “The Retro
Remaster initiative brought us to
an incredible place last year,” he
explains. “While we were focused on
the external appearance of the shoe
and being historically accurate in
year one, we are now diving into the
internal part: innovation of the fit,
feel and comfort of the shoes.”
To ensure every aspect of a
Retro is accurate, the Jordan Brand
Footwear Team turns to the Nike
Archives, sourcing original shoes
to check finishes, leather texture,
temper and even thread color. The
brand has dedicated factory lines
and factory groups working exclusively on Jordan Retros.
Mountainsmith Gets Rootsy
Mountainsmith – craftsmen of
iconic backcountry equipment and
recreational outdoor gear – will
be introducing a series of vintage
1990s-era pack designs for a special Fall 2016 launch of its Roots
Collection. Mountainsmith is tapping into its 37-year heritage by resurrecting some of their most cherished designs from the mid-90s and
reimagining them as trail-inspired
commuter bags. The line will be
produced using Cordura fabric.
“We are not briefcase people,
but we still need to get our computers, chargers, notebooks and files
to and from work,” says Jeremy
Dodge, marketing manager at
Mountainsmith. “The Roots collection marries vintage Mountainsmith
outdoor style with modern utility
for a 2016 commute.”
Chaos’ Magic Machine
Focusing on the trend towards
bright, bold and retro colors, headwear brand Chaos has added a
new process called the “magic
machine.” This retro trend reflects
the brand’s 55-plus year history
of making hats. The brand aims
to bring simplicity in design with
homages to vintage 1970s and ’80s
shapes and patterns — plaids,
fairy isle, tapestry textures,
patched-in, chunky vintage, ethnic
inspiration to name a few. O
sportsinsightmag.com

IN THE MARKET

Pushing For More
Q&A with Foot Locker’s Dick Johnson
By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

D
Foot Locker, led by president and CEO
Dick Johnson, has its foot on the accelerator.

“I want to be
a resource and be
available to them,
but I want to
empower the team.”

ick Johnson is
looking ahead.
Johnson, who
celebrated a year
as president and
CEO of athletic
retail powerhouse
Foot Locker on December 1, has
had a lot to celebrate. Under his
tenure, the New York-based firm
has continued the hot streak it had
enjoyed under former CEO Ken
Hicks, seeing net income, comps
and sales all steadily rise. Driven
by the red-hot athletic market
and strength across the U.S. and
globally in the third quarter ended
Oct. 31, sales in all banners rose 3.6
percent to $1.79 billion from $1.73
billion, and same-store sales grew
almost 8.7 percent, putting the
retailer up 3.1 percent in sales for
the year to reach $5.4 billion.
But the firm – which comprises
the Foot Locker, Footaction,
Lady Foot Locker, Six:02, Kids
Foot Locker, Champs Sports
and Runners Point and Sidestep
banners – isn’t resting on its
laurels.
In 2015, the retailer updated its
2020 strategic objectives, including
expanding its presence in Europe,
continuing to build apparel and
digital and aggressively growing its
women’s business in the process
of taking annual sales to $10 billion
from $7.1 billion in 2014.
Here, Johnson talks about
the retailer’s next billion-dollar
business, the hot running market
and Foot Locker’s global advantage.
You celebrated one year as CEO
in December. What are you most
proud of in those 12 months?
The consistency of the team. We
had a change at the top and our
team is so focused on the customer
and driving the business that they
haven’t missed a beat.
That’s the quality of people
we’ve got and the love of the game
that they’ve got. My hat is really off
to them.
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RETAIL
INTERVIEW
What categories are critical
for you?
Our product stool has four
strong legs: basketball, which is
especially strong in North America;
running shoes, tech or lifestyle;
and then our casual and seasonal
product, canvas or boots. And
getting our apparel strength to be
on par with [footwear] gives us
really strong category coverage.
You introduced the women’sonly Six:02 concept in 2012 but
haven’t yet aggressively rolled out
the format. Do you consider that
banner still in development?
We’re working to get the
footwear and assortment mix set
and to have the right fashion and
function mixed in — it’s a difficult
target. We have to make sure
we’re right: building stores is a
big financial investment. But we’re
building an audience both online
and in-store and I feel really good
about the women’s business. In the
early half of the year the focus will
be on the shops in our new flagship
locations, and we will continue to
work with the 30 existing stores to
ramp up.
Almost every major athletic
vendor and athletic retailer has
said that targeting the women’s
active business is a priority to
them going forward. Has that
changed the landscape?
There’s certainly a sense in the
marketplace that she’s not really
satisfied with any of the options.
She knows what she wants and
she’s a very discerning shopper.
We certainly have got the desire
and the ability to satisfy her —
the one thing you notice about
our industry is that everybody
is talking about her. None of us
has got it figured out, but we’re
all talking about it. She’s a very
important customer.
What’s your outlook for your dotcom banners?
It’ll be our next billion dollar
business, but that will be more of

a 2016 number to achieve. I just
got out to see the digital folks and
I told them it’s taken 35 years to
get to the first billion — the next
billion won’t take nearly as long.
We see that growth as prolific, and
a tremendous opportunity.
How do you plan to drive
shoppers to your sites?
The key is making sure the
customer is engaged with us and
can shop however they want on
any given day. We have a single
view of the customer and of our
inventory. We want the experience
for our customers to be as
frictionless as possible — it’s never
going to be seamless, but we want
it to be as engaging as possible.
We believe the customer is going
to shop in whatever channel they
chose to shop in and the truth is,
I don’t care if the customer wakes
up and looks at us on digital and
buys right away or says hey, I’ll
stop by Foot Locker or Champs to
pick it up later today. The ability to
be channel agnostic is what we all
strive for. Whether it’s at the mall,
on their digital device or at home
on their iPad or anything else,
we’re more than happy to take care
of them. That’s the whole point —
the customer should think of us
as a brand. The customer doesn’t
think of us as channels. It’s not
always easy to make that happen,
but the customer simply doesn’t
care. We want to make it exciting to
buy online and on mobile just like
we want it to be exciting to shop
and buy in our stores.
The athletic world is gearing
up for the 2016 Olympic Games
in Rio de Janeiro. What effect
do you expect to see from the
games?
Innovation is what drives
excitement in our channel. And that
might be some different things on
an upper, it doesn’t have to be an
innovative cushioning technique,
but from a technology point of
view, Olympic years bring out the
best in the vendors. O
sportsinsightmag.com
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IN THE MARKET

Wrapping Up a New Look
Michigan Retailer Reynolds & Sons Makes an Investment in its Community as it Adapts to a Changing Landscape.
retail location, at a price tag of more than $425,000 and six months of hard
he demographics of America’s cities are changing. In some
work. It was money and time well spent, says Jeff Reynolds.
cases neighborhoods are becoming younger, gentrified and
The renovation consisted of a new store front along with a gutting of the
cool. In others, an influx of immigrants is changing the charentire 2500-square-foot retail floor. It went from an out-dated cedar-looking
acter of entire communities. Some improve, some deteriorate.
storefront to a contemporary two-story glass look, complete with architecThe only constant is this change.
tural metal panels. The back wall is backlit with frosted Plexiglas and hardFor sporting goods retailers in America, the choice is clear:
wood flooring with scattered carpet pods provide the updated look. A large
Change along with their communities and clientele or risk
20 X 10-foot cash wrap with concert counter tops combined with new LED
becoming obsolete. The answer will determine their future.
electric on the main floor and offices complete the makeover.
In the case of 89-year-old Reynolds & Sons Sporting Goods in the rapidly
Reynolds explains that the design “is not a sports look, it is more of a bouchanging city of Grand Rapids, MI, the choice was certainly clear, but was
tique feel and look.” One of his goals with the makeover was to attract new
anything but simple. The business saw its urban retail clientele changing
lines that were not in the old store. It has worked, he says, and the store has
under its feet. Current owner Jeff Reynolds knew he had a decision to make
added Under Armour, Lucy and Bearpaws aimed at the women’s business.
— either adapt or shut off the lights.
“Our downtown has really improved its look and feel,” Reynolds explains,
He chose the former. As a result, Reynolds & Sons’ quintessential
adding that the client base has changed as well, necessitating a change in
American small business story continues to be told.
the product mix. “We will not be moving away from the urban business. We
The company’s roots go way back in Grand Rapids to when the burgeonare just expanding into other products.”
ing automobile manufacturing business was
Total sales are 60 percent team, 40 percent
changing America from an agricultural to a
retail, with the retail side showing the most
manufacturing society, no where more so then
growth. But that growth, Reynolds explains,
in the upper Midwest.
is not because the team side is shrinking.
To service the growing population in the
Rather, the retail business is growing rapregion, Goebel & Brown was founded by Paul
idly, which Reynolds attributes to the store’s
Goebel and Thorne Brown in 1926 and, like
ability to adapt to its changing environment.
every sports store at the time, it sold all sorts
“Our retail clientele has changed from the
of stuff — hunting, fishing, downhill skiing,
days this business was started because back
tennis and all team sports.
then you could only buy sporting goods at a
Chapter Two was written in 1961 when the
sporting goods store,” he explains.
business was sold to Stephen Reynolds (Jeff’s
The past 89 years have seen a lot of changes at Reynolds & Sons.
A change was necessary; hence, the sigfather) and Richard Brown (Thorne Brown’s
nificant investment in the store and the
son) and the name was changed to Reynolds
decision to go with a more modern design
& Brown. Then in late 1981 Brown sold out to
rather than updating the traditional look.
his partner and the name changed again to
(Reynolds passed on a $50,000 development
Reynolds & Sons Inc.
grant from the city he could have received if
That was also the time that Jeff Reynolds
he had maintained the historic design.)
and his brother Stephen bought into the busi“The reason for the look was that I wanted
ness along with their father, who passed away
our building to stand out from the ones
in 1984 after 35 years at the store. Finally, in
around me, where people would go by and
1996 Jeff Reynolds purchased his brother’s
say ‘that is a cool looking building,’” he says.
share in the business and became sole owner
So Reynolds & Sons remains smack in the
of Reynolds & Sons Sporting Goods.
middle of a business neighborhood, pepNow, as the story enters Chapter Three, Jeff
“We will not be moving away from the urban
pered with professional offices, restaurants,
Reynolds is confident in the future because of
business.
We are just expanding into other products
retail stores and apartments. “The location
some significant changes he just completed.
trying to broaden our markets.” Jeff Reynolds, Owner is closer to an urban business, which is why
“Today we still have retail and team,
we focus our retail in that direction,” he
but they are really two separate sides,” he
says, pointing out that team sporting goods
explains. “Our retail business is urban; we
retail wouldn’t work in this type of neighborhood.
changed that back in the late 1990s based on our location.”
“There are some other stores that sell the same kind of products that we
That location is downtown Grand Rapids, an evolving urban area that is
do within blocks of us, but I feel that we can add products to capture other
struggling with the influx of big-box stores and suburban malls. As was hapmarkets that we haven’t focused on before because of the people that are
pening in all corners of America, people weren’t interested in heading into
moving down here,” he adds.
town to buy something that they could get within miles of their homes — or
This model will be the focus of the next chapter of Reynolds & Son’s
even easier online.
Sporting Goods. His goal is simple: “To grow stronger in the team business,
Seeing the handwriting on the wall, Reynolds changed its retail focus
and move our retail to the next level.”
and shifted its product mix from typical sporting goods into urban shoes/
Reynolds has a son who has shown an interest in taking over the business
apparel from Nike and others. Soon Jordan and Nike became its best-selling
and much of the investment in both team and retail is made with that goal
footwear lines.
in mind. And what can be more American that that? — By Michael Jacobsen
The lynchpin of the new effort is the recently completed renovation of the

T
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Strategic Decisions
The Ins and Outs of Sporting Goods Stores Selling Guns.

Stores that sell firearms often
have a loyal customer base.

By Ron Menconi

W
Ron Menconi was SVP–merchandise
and marketing for G.I. Joe’s for
more than 10 years. He is currently
president of Menconi Consulting,
which works within the sports and
outdoor industries at retail and
wholesale. He can be reached at
ron.menconi@gmail.com
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hen I started
in this industry many years
ago, sporting
goods stores
sold everything related
to all sports. Most stores carried
everything from team sports, golf,
tennis, fitness, to the outdoor
sports, hunting, fishing and camping. Many retailers evolved into
specializing in either the athletic
and team side or going after the
outdoors market.
Some retailers still do well
offering all sports to all people.
Dick’s does a pretty good job
covering these categories for a
national retailer. They have had
recent success with the spin off
Field and Stream outdoor sports
only, smaller stores. This helps
them compete with Cabela’s,
Bass Pro, Gander Mountain and
Sportsman’s Warehouse specialty
stores. Academy Sports + Outdoor
also covers all categories well
throughout its big-box stores

in the south and southeast. But
in most areas of the country,
specialty stores and chains have
focused primarily on either
athletics or outdoor.
One key determining factor in
a store’s decision about whether
or not to stay in the “hardcore”
outdoor market, is carrying guns.
A retail financial expert looking at
the numbers would probably advise
retailers to get out of the gun business. Standing alone it is not very
profitable. In most cases the ending
margins for guns are under 20 percent. Ammunition is a little higher,
but not much. Retailers are lucky to
get one annual turn on the average
inventory in guns and ammo.
Another factor is the mix of
customers. If you carry guns, you
are going to eliminate a segment
of the population in your market
from shopping in your store. Those
are the ones who are against gun
retailing or object to hunting. I have
seen this first hand when opening a
store in a new market, and having
people say they would not come in
and shop for the athletic, fitness,
apparel and footwear we sold,

because they were unhappy seeing
firearms and hunting products sold
in the same location.
There are some things you need
to deal with if you sell firearms.
Many people are passionate about
the right to buy and own firearms,
or just the opposite. It is not
unusual to have customers come
in and debate the latest proposed
legislation for hours at your gun
counter. Some are fascinated with
firearms and want to see and talk
about them. This ties up your
employees.
You also have to be on top of
procedures and laws for selling
guns. Retailers need to use the
right government systems to do
background checks and filling
out the proper paperwork.
Store security needs to be at a
different level when selling guns.
More staffing is needed to man
gun counters at all times during
store hours. Building security
must address the possibility of
break-ins, just for all guns and
their paraphernalia. Bars on the
windows and roll down metal
doors are commonly used. When
we did get a store broken into, the
first area they went after was the
gun department.
In the last 10 years there have
been wild swings in sales. Most
recently, with the mass shootings
and terrorist attacks in the U.S.,
France and worldwide, there have
been new calls from many looking
to tighten up regulations on gun
sales. On the flip side, this has also
driven large numbers of people
back into firearms retailers looking
to buy guns, fearing that future new
laws will restrict sales.
Working with firearm and
ammunition manufacturers and
distributors is also a real challenge.
You cannot place orders and get
the product you want, when you
want it. Orders for guns and ammo
must be placed far in advance and
many of the key items are allocated
based on previous purchases. You
may get allocated product only
if you increase orders of other
sportsinsightmag.com
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items in their product line. If
you want to receive more of the
top-selling product, you have
to buy a broad selection of the
other slower selling models
too. Buyers need to place openended orders for key models
and take them when they can be
produced. It could end up being
years that you hold those orders
on the books. A buyer may need
to order two or three times
what he really wants, because of
demand and allocations. Buyers
do not have an easy job getting
what they want and forecasting
what they might need working
with these mega vendors.
Now I have laid out a pretty
good case on why you may not
want to be in this business.
So why are so many retailers
selling guns and ammo? The
answer is demand, loyalty and
high-volume sales of products
related to guns.

So why are so many
retailers selling guns
and ammo? The answer
is demand, loyalty
and high-volume
sales of products
related to guns.
Firearms enthusiasts and
hunters are passionate about
the activities they are involved
in. Some are collectors who
want the newest model or the
rare gun. Some buy because
they feel that at some point the
government might say they can
no longer purchase a gun. Some
plan all year for hunting season
or the big trip they are planning
with friends. It is a way of life for
them. They come in often. Store
staff get to know them by name,
and they buy more guns and a
lot of ammo that they use at the
range or in the field. Coming
to the outdoor store is a joy to
them, and once they develop
a relationship with a certain
retailer they stick with them.
sportsinsightmag.com

But the number one business
reason that retailers carry
guns and ammo is all the
related sales that go with these
products. Go into Cabela’s or
Gander Mountain and see the
amount of space and inventory
dollars they have in camo and
outdoor clothing, boots, tents,
sleeping bags, outdoor cooking
equipment, gun safes, holsters,
binoculars, scopes, knives,
targets, gun care products and
much more. All these items
have great margins, which can
more than make up for the
low margins on the guns and
ammo. Many of these categories
produce higher sales than the
guns and ammo. Target shooting
and sporting clays are very
popular, and growing.
Very few gun owners have just
one firearm. Families involved in
shooting sports may have each
person own their own deer rifle,
a .22 rifle for plinking, a shotgun
for bird hunting and a handgun
for protection.
Most hunting seasons are
in the fall and winter months
and that means big sales in
quality warm and waterproof
boots, parkas, pants, base
layers, gloves and hats. One
commitment from a customer
to buy a hunting rifle for under
$400 can mean thousands
of dollars in sales in all the
related products needed for
a successful hunting trip this
season, and in subsequent
years. Your store becomes a
second home to them.
It may get even harder for
gun retailers in the future.
Who knows what kind of
legislation and restrictions a
new administration may impose?
Hunting and firearm ownership
is a tradition and a way of
life for a large part of the U.S.
population. This large group
of people will continue to be
served by dedicated outdoor
retailers who will do whatever it
takes to sell firearms. O
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SPORTS BRAS

In the Sports Bra Battle, Brands Key in on Fashion, Fit & Function.

GETTING IT RIGHT

The Nike Pro Hyperclassic Padded
Bra with silicone flocking for support.

By Suzanne Blecher

I

t can be said that at the gym or on the trail, the
correct sports bra is a woman’s most important
piece of equipment. The right fit means not
thinking and, instead, focusing on performance.
In addition, a nice color palette and print can
make a woman feel confident about her look
and abilities, which does a lot for self-esteem.
As more and more brands – and consumers – catch on
to the importance of fashion-meets-function, the sports
bra market continues to evolve.
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For years Handful CEO Jennifer Ferguson saw sports
bras that were “over-constructed, uncomfortable and
unattractive, or were little cotton platelet bras without
any support or moisture-wicking properties.” There
was an entrance in the market for a bra “that both
compresses for support and offers a flattering and
fashion-forward look.” Meant to be seen, not covered
up, the Adjustable Handful Bra has straps that can
be worn x-back, straight or tied around the neck as a
halter to blend with any top. In addition, the bra has
a hidden pocket to stash essentials. To add to the
collection, new for Spring ’16, the Y-Back Handful has
a fixed strap with an inset crochet detail intended for
sport and fashion layering. “Women are busy juggling
work, home and fitness and often don’t have time to
think about which bra to pack in their gym bag. We
want to simplify their lives by giving them one bra
that does it all,” says Ferguson.
While athleisure represents a big influence in sports
bras with women demanding a certain level of
“No bra means
design, detail and color
no workout, and
suitable both for athletic
getting the right
and lifestyle wear, LaJean
fit is critical... and
Lawson, Ph.D. Sports Bra
individual.”
Scientist and consultant to
Helen Boucher,
Champion Athleticwear,
also sees fast fashion as a
VP–women’s
component. Women are
training apparel
seeking “lower-priced,
for Nike
style-forward sports bras
in new colors and unusual strap designs that can
be cycled quickly through their wardrobes to make
a fashion statement,” she comments. Consumer
insights from the Champion Bra Lab (a full-time, stateof-the-art biomechanics lab dedicated exclusively
to sports bra research and development) show that
many women feel most self-conscious at the gym, specifically when it comes to sports bra usage. “Women
want to accentuate assets and minimize less favorable attributes by looking for colorful, interesting
details that pop,” notes Lawson.
With impulse buying constituting as much as half
of category sales, according to Champion, bold colors, prints and interesting straps are important, as is
price. Champion Bra Lab research reveals that $60
is the maximum price that the majority of women
are willing to spend on high-quality sports bras. Key
styles from Champion this season that fall under
that magic price point include the Molded Mesh Bra
with SmoothTec bottom band technology for chafe
resistance and the Mesh Freedom Bra with moisture
management.
“We support a woman’s aspirations and our high
performing bras help minimize breast movement and
enhance moisture management, keeping her comfortable, supported and dry so she can focus on having
a better workout,” notes Kelly Cortina, VP–women’s
apparel for Under Armour. While print placement,
graphics and feminine design details are key objectives
sportsinsightmag.com

The SureShot Racer in Brooks’ Moving
Comfort Collection has DriLayer
HorsePower for support, breathability
and moisture management.

Brooks’ Moving Comfort line includes the
popular Fiona Bra, which is supportive
and has adjustable straps.

for the brand, so is breast health. Today “there is much
more direct discussion about how wearing the right
bra can promote healthier breasts,” says the exec.
The new Armour Bra Collection helps women select
a sports bra based on the level of support they want
and need.
The Armour Low Bra is suitable for minimal motion
(yoga), while the Armour Mid and High Bras have
extra compression for running and cycling. The firm
worked with the Center for Breast Health at the UK’s
University of Portsmouth and Dr. Joanna Scurr, an
authority on breast health and mechanics, on testing
and development. “We are expanding our Mid Impact
bra assortment knowing that she is wearing these for
many different activities, and even wearing them from
day to night,” according to Cortina.
“No bra means no workout, and getting the right fit
is critical... and individual,” chimes in Helen Boucher,
VP–women’s training apparel for Nike. When the firm
first launched its Nike Pro Bra collection in 2014 (Pro
Rival, Pro Hero, Pro Fierce, Pro Classic and Pro Indy),
it entailed two years of research, testing and design.
Now Nike is adding a new style, the Pro Hyperclassic
Padded Bra, with additional support and structure,
while keeping it lightweight. Inspiration came from
Nike Flywire footwear technology, which provides
light and strong support. The Pro Hyperclassic
Padded Bra features silicone flocking designed to

The Mid Bra from Under Armour
provides extra compression to
keep breasts stable.

Champion’s Absolute Racerback
features a SmoothTec Band
for chafe resistance.

support where it’s needed most, along with compression fit and stabilizers to help minimize bounce.
While Brooks’ Moving Comfort Collection is built
foremost for running, bras “perform beyond the
run exceptionally well for a women’s entire active
lifestyle, leaving it completely up to her to decide the
application,” notes Rebecca du-Rivage Jacobs, bra
product line manager. Passionate runners and active
women rigorously test each style. “We know what
her needs are because we are her,” she adds. So the
product must be functional – encapsulate and mold to
the natural shape of the breast – and also be beautiful
and evoke “an emotional connection,” she says. For
the season, Moving Comfort has updated the Fiona
with a new soft-padded back enclosure for a more
comfortable fit and introduced the SureShot Racer
featuring a wide, soft bottom band that stretches and
stays secure. Sizing is a vital component of the mix,
with Moving Comfort offering styles in A-F cup.
For those C-cup and above, Enell offers a vast
variety of sizes, spanning from 32 C to 52 GG, along
with offering a custom fit program “so every woman
no matter the size can have a bra that fits!” according
to marketing director Mara Osbourne. The Enell Sport
Bra is designed for high-impact activities, while the
Enell Lite Bra is for low impact and everyday wear.
“We want the Enell bra to work and look good,”
Osbourne notes. O

The Y-Back Handful Bra comes with
removable Lights Out pads and hiddenfree pad pockets to stash essentials.

Enell Sport’s patented design
eliminates bounce.
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LICENSING | RETAIL
The NBA Partners with
Fanatics on a ‘Next Level’
Retail Experience
BY CARA GRIFFIN

BIGSHOT
The NBA is going big with its new retail store. The store, which opened in late December just in time for Christmas, is 25,000-square
feet and spans three levels. And it is located in one of the most elite retail areas of Manhattan, at 545 Fifth Avenue. But beyond its size,
flash and scope, the biggest idea behind this retail venture may actually be the back-end operations. The league had previously run
an even bigger flagship store in Manhattan, which closed four years ago. (A temporary store took its place for the past few years.) But
unlike the previous store, the new NBA flagship is not solely an NBA venture. Q The new NBA store is operated by Fanatics, the Floridabased online giant that has become sports licensing’s premier power player. In addition to Fanatics and FansEdge online, Fanatics
also operates 18 arena stores and handles retail at major events ranging from NASCAR races to the Kentucky Derby. Fanatics
powers the online stores of every single major American sports league: NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL, MLS, NASCAR and the PGA Tour.
QNot surprisingly, then, the new NBA store has some big ideas. Namely, to offer a true omnichannel experience. “We have been
working for more than 10 years with the NBA, running the online site and that includes everything from the buying, the managing,
the front-end portal, fulfillment, customer service and all of that, so it has been a natural transition for us to make this jump,”
explains Brendan McQuillan, VP–stadium commerce, Fanatics. “We are taking that physical piece, the store, and melding it
with our technology. You put both together and it’s a one-stop shop.” QChris Brennan, the NBA’s SVP–global retail development, notes that the goal of the store is to “deliver an authentic NBA experience to our fans and duplicate the level of
excitement in NBA arenas.” He adds that, with Fanatics already operating the e-commerce site, NBAStore.com, and
because of the decade-long relationship between Fanatics and the NBA, “we felt it would be a seamless transition
and the best opportunity to offer customers an omnichannel experience. Partnering with the market leader in
sports retail provides a unique opportunity to grow our retail business.” About that omnichannel experience. It’s full-on. Q And it ranges from super-techy, with life-size touch screens displaying anything
from videos to product assortments, to the super-personal, with an in-house concierge who
will personally answer questions and facilitate deliveries and shipments for customers.
The “endless aisle” concept is brought to life with associates outfitted with tablets
that not only show in-store inventory in real-time, but also show inventory
in a nearby warehouse. Many of the store’s visitors will be tourists,
and same-day delivery to hotels can come from inventory
on the store floor or in a warehouse across
the river in New Jersey.

sportsinsightmag.com
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HIGHLIGHT REEL:

NBA Store Stats
Located at 545 Fifth Avenue, NYC
25,000-square feet of retail space
Three floors
Multiple Life-size 4K Interactive Displays
(giant digital touch screens) with streaming content and ability for fans to select
merchandise
400-square-foot video wall in the front of
store that broadcasts highlights and games
and is visible from Fifth Ave. for public
viewing even when the store is not open
32-foot-tall LED lit basketball net at store
front spanning two floors
1.6 million customers estimated to come
through the store annually
40-foot long footwear wall
2500 pieces of headwear that can fit on
the store’s mega hat wall
Four footwear brands on the shoe wall —
Nike, Jordan, Under Armour and Adidas
70 different licensees represented overall
in the store
3000-square feet of event space
200 store associates on staff
15 minutes, estimated amount of time for
a customer to get a jersey customized in
the store
One Concierge Desk, staffed in-store
where fans can get questions answered
and even facilitate same day or overnight
deliveries (to hotel or home, for example)
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E-commerce orders placed from within the store are
routed to Fanatics warehouses for fulfillment and free,
next-day shipping.
The store, though vast, is made up of several mini
stores of sorts. There is a footwear area, a youth
area, a women’s area, etc. The fixtures in many areas
are movable, allowing for the store to be malleable.
For example, the youth merch area of the store also
doubles as an entertainment space.
The “entertainment zone” includes several video
game kiosks where consumers will be able to play
against each other. These are right next to the Brand
Jordan product and youth jerseys in the area. Movable
fixtures enable staff to open the floor in that area to a
3000-square-foot entertainment space. The store even
stocks party supplies from all 30 teams.
Adjacent to the youth section is a “Rookie” area
that features a giant arena scoreboard, mini lockers
and interactive details such as “measure ups” where
you can contrast your height and wingspan with NBA
and WNBA players, and Pop-A-Shot hoops for those
who want to get some shots off. There are even video
screens on the ceiling.
The store also has a footwear wall with Nike, Jordan,
Adidas and Under Armour represented. The shoe wall
features a unique, shoelace-motif design and features
portraits of famous NBA Slam Dunk champions on the
wall. Up to 250 different shoe styles will be available,
including some limited editions.
Near the shoe wall is a personalization area where
customers can get jerseys customized in-store in 15
minutes. Future plans may include headwear and
T-shirt customization as well. The league predicts that
this will be one of the store’s most popular features.
There are several giant digital touchscreens spread

throughout the store, as well,
which really bring the tech and
brick-and-mortar together in
a visual way for the consumer.
Fanatics worked with Kurt Salmon
Digital to bring these screens to
life.
On a life-size touch screen, customers can do everything from
check out player stats, watch
game highlights or find product
within the store. The screens can
converse in seven different languages.
And even while showing highlights, the intuitive technology
can message consumers about
related product and where to find
it in the store.
“These screens are a fun feature for customers,” explains Eric
Shea, a partner at Kurt Salmon
Digital. “And on the associate
side, the same information is on
their tablets, plus they can check
inventory immediately and really
deliver for the consumer in realtime.”
An estimated 1.6 million customers will come through the
store annually. Shea notes that
the digital screens are “sturdy” and “went through a
lot of testing.”
When it comes to keeping on top of constantly
changing tech, Fanatics’ McQuillan says, “More will
be added as we go along. We have areas designed to
catch your eye, we push messaging and content, we
have screens, and then you have the retail piece. We
want to brand, but we also need to sell. It’s a balance.”
Adds McQuillan, “We’re always learning. We have a
great tech team with our online piece of the business,
and our aim is to make customer transactions online
and offline seamless. We can make it even more personal with a concierge. By using the tablets, we have
an expanded inventory. We have it here or we have it
in our warehouse and we will ship it to you wherever
you are.”
“We want to make sure we have the right product at
all times of course,” says McQuillan, “but we also had
to get the fixtures right and then get the tech right, so
everything fits in with the same brand awareness for
the NBA.”
Fanatics is also focused on sharing information,
trends and knowledge across its properties. Associates
“upload” content after each day, indicating what customers are asking for, be it certain players, teams,
colors, cuts or fabrics.
“Our buyers are very much in tune with our associates,” says McQuillan. “We love to share information.
It can be overwhelming but we filter it and it is so
important.”
He adds, “This store is a living and breathing thing.
Everything we learn, we can bring that knowledge
together. Our buying teams focus on their specific
businesses, but if we see a trend here, or elsewhere,
we can react to that across the board.” O
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BASEBALL
reports Elliot Hopkins, director of sports, sanctioning, and
student services, National
Federation of State High School
Associations (NFHS). “It is not
meteoric, but it is slow and
steady.”
Hopkins is not the only baseball executive who feels that
baseball’s future is positive, but
the industry must work together
to get more children to choose
baseball as one of their sports of
choice.
“Baseball has an opportunity
to thrive in the coming years,”
says Jim Hackett, general manager of baseball/softball at Wilson
Sporting Goods. “The negative
impact of performance enhancing drugs is no longer dominating the conversation. Players
are more athletic than ever.
Commissioner Rob Manfred
has dedicated the attention
and resources of Major League
Baseball toward growing the
game among your players.”
“Overall, our outlook on the
state of baseball looks promising,” says Lindsey Naber, director of marketing, key accounts at
Rawlings Sporting Goods. “We’re
seeing certain age segments
grow, specifically the 10-12-yearold demographic, which tells
us that kids are becoming more
serious about the game at an
earlier age.”
“We’re at a pivotal time for
youth
baseball in America,”
Washington Nationals star Bryce Harper
wears Under Armour sunglasses.
agrees Jay Helmick, VP–sales
and marketing for Baden Sports.
“Participation has been declining
for many years and the macro
issues driving those trends don’t
appear to be going away soon.
That’s why, as an industry, we
need to do everything we can to
ensure youth players have fun,
and experience success, playing
baseball.
“Changes
to
the
game,
such as the adoption of
hile baseball has the reputation
more restrictive bat performance standards, can have
of being America’s Pastime, the
the opposite effect and end up turning youth away,”
game doesn’t attract as many
Helmick points out. “We remain optimistic about the
players as it once did and its
future of youth baseball, but believe the game and its
fan demographics are trending
governing bodies must embrace change and innovation
older. For the sport – and for the
to ensure the sport remains fun for a new generation.”
retailers who sell it – this doesn’t
bode well for the game’s future.
Talking Baseball at the Top
Yet despite the overall concerns about declining parThe leaders of the governing bodies of youth baseball
ticipation levels in some parts of the country, many of
admit that 2015 was a tough year, but they are commitbaseball’s leading figures off the field are bullish about
ted to giving the best baseball experience to their playthe sport’s future.
ers, coaches, and parents.
“High school baseball participation is on the rise,”

GOING DEEP
W
By Mike May
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America’s Pastime Needs to Swing for the Fences to Keep its Hold on Today’s Youth.

“Baseball has been a family tradition since as far back as
I can remember,” says Steven Tellefsen, president of Babe
Ruth League. “But, sadly, things have changed. Not as
many children are playing the game anymore.”
He reports that Babe Ruth’s participation numbers have
been on the decline over the past several years, but on
a positive note in 2015 Babe Ruth League experienced a
lower percentage of teams lost compared to the average
team decline it has been experiencing over the past few
years.
In 2015, Pony Baseball president Abe Key reports that
participation in the younger age groups was up, while participation in the older age groups was down slightly.
“We are focused on giving the entry-level baseball athlete a chance to play and have a great experience so that
they will want to return the following year,” explains Key.
“Moving forward, our focus is making the under-8 experi-

ence as good as it can possibly be.”
“Our participation numbers were impacted in 2015
by various factors, including travel ball,” reports Sandy
Jones, commissioner/CEO of Dixie Boys Baseball. “In many
instances, local youth that previously participated in a local
league structure have opted to participate on a tournament
team that plays weekend baseball. Of concern is that many
kids who don’t play on a travel team are left behind and are
no longer participating. This is evident as a growing number
of recreation departments and local leagues are no longer
involved in youth baseball.”
Despite the struggles of 2015, Jones is optimistic that
more teenagers will play baseball in 2016.
“The 2016 season holds promise as our mission
remains to provide an opportunity for youth age 13-19
to participate in the great game of baseball,” predicts
Jones. O

NEW BATS
T
he baseball bat confusion at retail is not over.
Retailers may not have noticed that in
August USA Baseball announced that the current performance standard on youth baseball
bats (for players 12 and under) would change
to a more conservative standard. The current performance standard – known as Bat
Performance Factor (BPF) – had been in existence for more
than 20 years.
The new performance change will be more of a wood-like
performance standard, which is very similar to the BBCOR
performance standard in effect in high school and college.
While more change is on the way, it won’t officially
take effect until January 1, 2018, giving the industry
two years to exhaust current supplies before the new
bats take over and the old ones become obsolete.
It’s worth noting that the new bats will be allowed to
appear on retail shelves and be used in competition
as early as September 1, 2017.
The ramifications of this mandate will impact everybody
in the baseball pipeline — manufacturers, retailers, team
dealers, coaches, players and their parents.
While the decision to make the change has been made
and manufacturers are committed to designing the new
bats, many are still questioning the decision.
“This is a huge mistake and I have gone on record
many times stating that,” states Marucci’s Kurt
Ainsworth. “Kids don’t quit playing baseball because
they can hit. They quit because they can’t and a new
standard will be put in place to take hitting away from
the majority of youth players.” He saw what it did to hitting in the college game and is concerned that will happen to the casual player in baseball.
“Travel ball will completely dominate the space when
these rules go into effect,” Ainsworth says. “With failure,
kids could easily turn to more video games and physical
inactivity. I really think it is a shame that USA Baseball has
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turned this new standard into a money maker for them at
the expense of the game of baseball.”
“The USA Baseball standard change is going to impact
the industry in a different way than the college/high school
BBCOR standard change a few years ago,” states Tim Lord,
director of key accounts and branding strategy at Combat
Sports. “The similarities are that both had no grandfathering and there will be a period where consumers will not
buy as many of the current standard bats.”
Then, he points out, everyone who plays in USA Baseball
must buy a new bat, although a lot of youth players grow
out of their bats each year anyway.
“This will impact a lot more bats,” Lord says. “And how
many more players play youth than high school/college
baseball? It is a much more complex standard change than
the NCAA/NFHS change.”
“This decision will have consequences for everybody,”
predicts Jay Helmick, VP–sales and marketing for Baden
Sports. “You’ll likely see manufacturers opting to save their
newest technologies for their 2017 youth bats because
they don’t want to invest during the transition year and
retailers and team dealers will be carrying less inventory.”
He also predicts there will be confusion as the change
is communicated. Equally concerning, the new bat performance standard could make it more difficult for players to
experience success.
“If only the best players can drive the ball to the gaps
or get it out of the infield, the game becomes less fun and
that’s counterproductive to growth,” Helmick says. “That’s
why, more than ever, it’s important for bat makers to
innovate.”
The bottom line is that the rules changes are inevitable
and the team industry must be ready to adapt.
“Team dealers and retailers are tired of regulation changes, but everyone will manage their way through it,” says
Jim Hackett, general manager of baseball/softball at Wilson
Sporting Goods. O

RAWLINGS VELO BAT
Constructed with PrecisionOptimized Performance
technology, Rawlings’ Velo bat
is marked by a longer barrel
containing an enhanced sweet
spot and a Comp-Lite end cap
that lowers MOI and increases bat
speed. The alloy handle ensures a
consistent feel at the plate.
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MOUTHGUARDS

MOUTHING OFF
By Michael Jacobsen

W

Mouthguard use is mandated in football, but other sports can
benefit from the protection as well. Photo: Markwort Vettex
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hen considering just how important the
mouthguard business can be at retail – and
its growth potential in the next few years –
three items are illuminating.
First, in its handout, “Protecting Teeth
with Mouthguards,” the American Dental
Association states that “an athlete is 60
times more likely to suffer harm to the teeth when not wearing a
mouthguard.” The ADA recommends the use of mouthguards in 30
sports in addition to football
Second, a nine-year study by the University of Southern
California’s athletic department found that basketball had the
highest rate of dental traumatic injuries among all intercollegiate
sports. However, only an estimated seven percent of basketball
players wear mouthguards.
Finally, another study estimates that one in 10 basketball players
will chip or lose a tooth in the upcoming year.
Obviously, there is a need for young athletes to wear mouthguards in sports other than football and hockey, two sports where
their use is mandated. The future of
the category rests with the accepWith player safety
tance of their use in other sports.
at the forefront,
“Limited-contact sports such as
the mouthguard
basketball and soccer account for
category can be a
over 25 million participants and
winner at retail.
represent the largest source of new
users to the category and it quite
possibly could double the size of
the category in five to seven years,”
points out Jeff Padovan, CEO of Bite
Tech Sports Group, maker of Under
Armour Performance Mouthwear.
But, he points out, “short of a mandate by NFHS requiring the
use of mouthguards in soccer and basketball, it will be up to the
coaches, parents, players and elected officials to create new definitions for player safety in these and other non-mandated sports.”
Rita Shelley, director of marketing at Sisu Sport, sounds a similar
theme. “The trend is to create better awareness in the sports that
do not currently mandate a mouthguard — sports like basketball,
with it’s highest number of injuries, skiing and snowboarding,
several types of martial arts, wrestling and soccer,” she says. “Our
strategy has been to create better awareness in these sports and
to advocate for better athletic safety by partnering up with key
organizations, social influencers, parents and coaches to create
better awareness of dental injury rates and subsequent need for
better dental protection.”
“It is a worthwhile challenge to get more players in the sports
of soccer, basketball, volleyball and rugby to wear mouthguards,” agrees Herb Markwort, president of Markwort Sporting
Goods. “We need the retailers and dealers to help make this
push every chance they get.”
“It is important that athletes competing in any sport where
maxillofacial injury is a risk wear a properly fitting mouthguard,”
agrees Bobby Dodd, president of MoGo Sport.
“This is especially true in sports like basketball, soccer, baseball
and softball where injuries to the mouth are common,” he adds.
But why would young athletes wear mouthguards when they
are not forced to, and how is the industry going to convince them
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Shock Doctor Ultra Basketball mouthguard

Armourbite Antimicrobial mouthguard

UA FlavorBlast Antimicrobial mouthguard
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it is in their best interests to protect their teeth? Jay
Turkbas, SVP–product development for United Sports
Brands (Shock Doctor, McDavid, XO brands), feels there
are several motivations.
“If use is mandated, such as in football and
hockey, there is compliance,” he says. “Otherwise, in
sports that don’t mandate mouthguard use, such as
basketball, there is compelling injury data that shows
high incidence of facial and dental injury. It is our job
to elevate the awareness to athletes, coaches and
governing bodies on the need to wear mouthguards.”
Basketball is a logical and demonstrable sport where
pro athletes are wearing mouthguards at the highest
level in a ratio far greater than the base of youth and
adult basketball players, Turkbas adds. “For them, the
safety and performance benefit of less injury and more
playing time makes incredible sense. The same can be
said for soccer and the high incidence of collision injury
around the head, as well as baseball and infielder injury
in the facial area.”
“The issue we face is the stigmatic mindset against
protective gear that could, traditionally, inhibit
breathability and communication,” points out Sisu’s
Shelley. “We do see some interest from parents and
players, but unless there is strong organizational
support for better dental safety, I’m doubtful that it
would become a trend in the upcoming year.”
The Sales Pitch
The challenge for the sporting goods industry remains
how to convince athletes and their parents that wearing
a mouthguard makes good common – and financial –
sense. The major players have their own ideas.
“Making the mouthguard a neutral non-issue in affecting performance in terms
of comfort, breathing and
The challenge
speaking is key,” according
for the sporting
to Turkbas. “It is important
goods industry
that they understand that
remains how to
wearing a mouthguard is
convince athletes
a small compromise that
offers big protection on the
and their parents
playing field. Mouthguards
that wearing
keep athletes in the game
a mouthguard
and protect against oral
makes good
and facial injuries — it’s
common and
worth it to wear it.”
financial sense.
“We believe the primary
pitch to the youth sports
athlete and the parent is the same — player safety and
the avoidance of injury so you can stay in the game,”
adds Padovan.
If that’s not compelling enough, self-expression with
color, style, flavor and new pad printed images will also
help spread the word. In addition, performance-enhancing mouthguards such as the lipshields with breathing
holes seen on collegiate and NFL players will, in turn,
inspire young athletes to emulate their role models.
“Communication to the parent is key, helping the
parent make the best decision at the point of purchase,”
says Dodd. “Second, making it fun for the athletes with
new flavors and colorways to keep offerings fresh and
new on the shelf.”
To achieve the potential of the mouthguard category,
it is imperative for not only athletes and their parents

to get on board, but for retailers as well. It can be as
simple as proper merchandising to raise awareness of
the products in-store.
“We would encourage retailers and team dealers to
merchandise the newest mouthguard styles, colors and
designs year round as add-on sales to virtually every
sports participation category,” says Padovan.
“Retailers and dealers can, and need to be, advocates
for safety,” stresses Turkbas. “They can fulfill that
advocacy through merchandising mouthguards in
specific sport locations in store, such as the basketball,
soccer, and baseball sections. They can also suggest
the use of mouthguards while assisting any athlete or
parent in their shop.”
“Retailers and team dealers need to stop being afraid
of asking for the up-sell to a better quality mouthguard,”
stresses Dodd. “The appetite for better performing
products is out there and I have seen a great willingness
of booster clubs and parent groups that are more than
willing to fund the better performing mouthguards.”
What Kids Want
All of the safety and dental discussion is well and
good on one level, but when selling mouthguards at
retail it all comes down to one question: What are
kids looking for in their mouthguards these days?
Brands that answer that question will take the lead
in the category.
“Parents are looking for protection, kids are looking
for comfortable fit and cool colors that follow the
trends in athletic wear,” says Gretta Hawkins, VP–
product development at SafeTGard Corp.
“Parents are becoming more and more astute about
performance and protection. They want the best
protection their personal budget will allow.”
Shelley, of Sisu, agrees. “Protection, performance,
comfort, appearance, customer reviews and peer
network recommendations are key,” she says.
Dodd puts it even simpler: “Great flavors, cool colors
and good looks” are key to attracting young athletes.
“They want a diverse selection and range of choices
for sure and they are also looking for a mouthguard
that is comfortable and protective, while still allowing
them to perform,” says Turkbas, pointing out that a
football player has choices that work for short interval
play, while basketball players and hockey players
prefer a mouthguard with a different kind of fit.
“Team colors are always important, and having a
mouthguard with a cool design and color is also key,”
he says.
But what, exactly, is driving buying decisions these
days? Is it price, performance, style or performance
claims? Or some combination of all of them?
“We have found that price is less of an issue and
we believe performance has always been important,”
Turkbas adds, pointing to the increasing segmentation
of choices, such as lip guards and lower teeth
mouthguards, becoming an important area as well.
Padovan points out that athletes have more
mouthguard selections to choose from than ever
before. While the overall category is up in units
and dollars, over the last 52 weeks the “under $10”
segment has declined 30 and 45 percent, respectively.
“This trend clearly indicates athletes are buying less
on price and more on design, performance, protection
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and style that are only available at the higher price
points,” he says.
Where to From Here?
Performance, safety and design will be the focus
of product development in mouthguards in the near
future. But, of course, it all comes down to gaining more
acceptance in more sports that will make the category
expand rapidly.
“We don’t see the category losing its growth trajectory in the next three years and, in fact, it will likely
increase more substantially if mouthguards become
mandatory for basketball and soccer, as we believe they
should be,” says Padovan. “Over the past five years,
the category has grown substantially in both unit and
dollar sales. This is testament to the athlete positively
responding to the evolving availability of better quality,
better designed, flavored, colored, antimicrobial and
now individual self-expression mouthguards.”
“In 2016, look for a trend toward high-performance
technology at a price affordable to the average
consumer,” says Dodd. “Look for products that offer
new materials with greater impact reduction properties
as well as better fit capability.”
SafeTGard is developing the idea of a mouthguard
with electrolyte tablets to add benefits beyond tooth
protection, reports Hawkins. “We feel replacing
electrolytes while playing is huge in aiding performance
and recovery with proper hydration. Designing for more
protective and performance features is key to staying at

the forefront of the market.”
The focus at Shock Doctor, McDavid and XO is on
“creating models that have relevance for evolving
segments of athletes preferences, while the kinds of
mouthguards that a basketball, soccer, football or
baseball player wear may be of different designs,” says
Turkbas. “The most important thing is to maintain a
level of protection and performance that athletes and
parents can count on.”
Wearable technology and responsive features are the
future of mouthguard technology, according to Shelley,
who says there are some promising new models that
incorporate sensors.
“The first to win the race here to dominate the
market of wearable technology that can actually be
comfortable, unaffected by saliva, unobtrusive and,
most of all, accurate, will lead the tech in mouthguard
developments,” she says. O

The Sisu Aero is made from a thermoplastic
material that is 30 percent stronger and has
eight times greater tensile strength than
conventional mouthguard materials.
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With SISU™, the official mouthguard of the NLL, you’re sure to break away from the competition.
With roughly half the thickness of conventional guards, talking, breathing, and drinking during the
game just got a lot easier. The SISU™ mouthguard allows you to keep your focus where it matters:
on being one step ahead, every time.
www.sisuguard.com

SHOECARE

ADD IT ON

Footwear Accessories and Shoecare Products Are Primetime Performers.

By Mackenzie Lobby Havey

W

hen a consumer walks into a sporting goods store, footwear accessories may not always be on the top
of his or her mind. But that doesn’t
mean those customers won’t be
enticed to buy them. Retailers
who have a good understanding of
what’s available in the shoecare and accessory space
are the most likely to make those sales.
There are several trends on the footwear accessory
front that make for good selling points. From
customization options to a variety of solutions for injury
prevention, these products have a story to tell. What’s
more, these stories will resonate with athletes and
active people across the board, thereby turning what
was once thought of as an accessory into a necessity.
An Insole for Every Athlete
When it comes to insoles and other related footwear
accessories, a focus for many brands is injury
prevention. It makes sense then, that customizability is
a big selling point among these products. Since every
athlete’s needs differ, if you can figure out a way to offer
a variety of options, you offer solutions to a wider range
of active folks.
While there are a number of approaches when it
comes to tailored insoles, several brands have taken
to utilizing molding and foot scanning technology.
FootBalance is one of the leaders in this space with their
100 % Custom Insoles.
“Going through a 10-minute analysis and molding
process with a customer not only provides them with
New Balance Sure-Lace. MSRP $2.99.

detailed information on their unique feet, but gives them
a completely unique insole that is 100 percent custom
to only their feet,” explains Jenny Holmstron, sales and
marketing specialist for Hickory Brands. “This high
level of personalization is a big trend brought on by the
demand of consumers.”
Aetrex takes a similar approach with its iStep Foot
Scanning Technology, which identifies arch type, foot
size and pressure points to help customers select
the best Lynco Orthotics. “iStep and Lynco are all
about making any brand of footwear healthier through
personalization,” says Matt Schwartz, executive vice
president for Aetrex Worldwide. “This also means
offering insoles that are gender-specific or designed for
various activities.”
“Consumers are after authentic and need-specific
insoles,” adds Jeff Antonioli of Spenco, pointing to its
new line of Medics Adjustable Replacement Insoles,
which allow for pods of varying densities to be added
or omitted for an individualized fit. “These are instantly
customizable insoles that offer quick relief for patients
whose feet need orthotic support.”
What’s more, there is a wide variety of gender
and sport-specific insoles coming onto the market
in 2016. “We have a new comfort insole for women
called Blueberry, a new series of insoles called Flex, a
performance product for hockey skates, a new custom
product, and a flip-flop style sandal called Outside,” says
Ellen Harwick, of Superfeet, about its products debuting
in 2016.
Powerstep’s new Journey line of insoles, including the
Wool insole and the Hiker insole, were built specifically
for tackling rugged terrain. “The unique designs, with
built-in arch support and heel cradle, stabilize the foot
along uneven surfaces and provide long-lasting comfort
while hiking, walking and running,” says Powerstep’s
John Blankenship. “The Journey line features the same
benefits provided by Powerstep’s Pinnacle model, but
with a more durable design for extended outdoor use.”
Sidas’ new 3Feet Active insoles are designed for sports
involving dynamic forward foot flexion. This line is all
about fitting a range of foot shapes and arch heights,
aimed at aiding in forefoot propulsion and in turn,
supporting athletic performance.
“We’re excited about the new

Boa Closure System
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Recent sightings conﬁrm isolated bands of humans still surviving winter
conditions with little or no ice and snow traction. Clearly an endangered
species. At Yaktrax, we’ve evolved a range of dependable ice traction tools
to ﬁt every survival strategy. Yaktrax.com

©2016 Implus
I plus LLC.
LLC Yaktraxx® is a registered trademark of Implus LLC.
LLC 1.16
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#ConquerWinter
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10-Seconds Flat Foot Sport Insole
MSRP: $35

10-Seconds Elastic Reflective Lace
MSRP: $5

Spenco Medics Adjustable Replacement
Insoles MSRP: $39.99-$84.99

Speedlaces
MSRP: $5.95

currexSole ACTIVEPRO Insole
MSRP: $49.95

Doctor Insole FitStep Insoles
MSRP: $64.99

FootBalance 100% Custom Game Insole
MSRP: $80

Lynco Memory Foam L2200 Orthotics
MSRP: $64.95

3Feet Active offering as it allows
us to match the arch height to the
athlete’s foot, creating better energy
transfer and mechanics,” adds Jim
Taylor, president of TSG – The Soze
Group. “It enables us to work with
the individual to fine tune a product
that enhances the fit.”
Merchandising for the New Era
Merchandising can be made
somewhat more difficult with the
current wave of customized products. No longer can retailers simply
throw a couple of insoles and cleaners in the display case and call it a
day. The growing number of options
requires an intuitive approach to
merchandising to help customers
sift through the choices.
“A well-placed product is half
the battle,” says Holmstrom.
“Customers aren’t likely to wander
around your store searching for
ways to spend more time and
money.”
“Merchandising can be tricky
as an accessory product,” agrees
Harwick. “We have a range of displays and merchandising options for
retailers so we can get out products
on the floor and on the shoe wall—
the key is telling a consistent brand
story. We keep your displays clean
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and simple and let the product do
the talking.”
Indeed, drawing a customer’s
attention from flashy footwear and
equipment to shoe care products
and accessories is the key. Once
they are introduced, they will often
begin to ask questions, presenting
an opportunity for a person on the
retail floor to make a sale.
“With footwear accessories, you
need to be smart about placement,”
says Holmstrom. “Add a technical
aftermarket 10-Seconds Lace to a
shoe to demonstrate how it can
personalize a product and keep
cleaners, disinfectants, deodorizers,
and other accessory products in
multiple places.”
Making the Sale
Of course merchandising is
only half the battle. Most brands
and retailers will tell you that
first-hand experience with products, along with education, are
the two keys to making a final
sale in this market.
currexSole, which relies heavily
on the latest insole research
that underscores the importance
of comfort, says customers are
often converted as soon as they
try an insole in their shoe. “When

should slip the insole in while the
a customer finds their perfect
customer is trying on the shoes.”
shoe, they should try out some
These brands are increasinsole models in order to see
ingly relying on online education
whether they improve comfort
programs to help get the word
and fit of the shoe, versus the
out about the benefits of these
liner that is already included,”
products. For instance, Superfeet
says Lutz Klein, MD and CEO of
looks to 3point5 retail training and
currexSole Americas.
Lynco utilizes a host of interactive
“Trial is our best ally — the
health apps that explain the imporgreat majority of people who try
tance of influencing health from
Sole insoles report improved comthe ground up. They also point
fort and 90 percent of Sole customcustomers to their eduers are repeat buyers,”
cational website foot.
adds Hughes. “Don’t be
com, as well as distribpassive. Ask the cusuting newsletters and
tomer to try an insole
insuring a presence on
when trying on shoes.
social media.
Insole sales are win-win;
When it comes down
They improve comfort
to it, whether it’s a
and help profitability.”
cleaner or an insole, tryAntonioli emphasizes
ing a product for yourthe importance of eduself is to believe in its
cation as well, both
effectiveness. This goes
for salespeople and
for salespeople and cusconsumers. “Medical
tomers alike. If brands
offices and specialty
can get their products
shoe stores are in a
in the hands of the first
good position to eduline of defense at retail
cate consumers about
and turn them into
injury prevention,” he
believers, they’ll likely
says. “Retailers should
have more success sellkeep insoles close to
Spenco Unequal Insoles
ing these products to
the footwear fitting area
MSRP: $39.99
customers. O
and sales associates
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Merchandising is only half the battle. Most brands and retailers will tell you that first-hand experience with products, along with education, are the two keys to making a final sale in this market.

New Balance Multi Sport Cushion Insole
MSRP: $24.95

Superfeet FLEX
MSRP: $29.95

Sorbothane Ultra Sole
MSRP: $25.95

Powerstep Journey Wool, Journey Hiker
MSRP: $39.95

Sidas 3Feet Active Insoles
MSRP: $50

Sof Sole FIT High Arch and Neutral Arch
MSRP: $39.99

Sof Sole FIT series
MSRP: $39.99

Sole Insulated Ultra Footbeds
MSRP: $55

®
DISINFECTANT & DEODORIZER

KILLS MRSA!

The only EPA approved shoe disinfectant on the market, this
powerful formula kills Escherichia Coli, Pseudomonas Aeruginosa,
Salmonella Enterica, MRSA, and more! It reduces the hazard of
bacterial cross-contamination and effectively sanitizes against
odor-causing organisms. Use 10-Seconds Disinfectant &
Deodorizer on a variety of sports footwear and equipment!

Keep your sports sanitized, fresh,
and MRSA-free with 10-Seconds
Disinfectant & Deodorizer!

Hickory Brands, Inc.
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Protects:
Ŧ5JQGU
Ŧ#VJNGVKE/CVU
Ŧ5RQTVU'SWKROGPV
Ŧ.QEMGTU
Ŧ4GPVCN'SWKROGPV
Ŧ)[O$CIU
Ŧ9TGUVNKPI/CVU
Ŧ1VJGTRQTQWUHCDTKEU
Ŧ1VJGTNGCVJGTHCDTKEU

10-Seconds is a division of Hickory Brands, Inc.
For more information visit www.tenseconds.com or call 800.420.2600.
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FORECAST 2016

CRYSTALCLEAR
Take a look into
our crystal ball as
we pinpoint the key
trends and issues
that will impact the
sporting goods
landscape in the
year ahead.

Portions of this article appeared in Inside Insight, Formula4 Media’s twice-monthly digital
publication covering the sports specialty marketplace. For more, visit InsideInsight.com

Wearable Tech Takes Off
The wearable tech category will
be redefined in 2016. The majority
of wearable technology products
sold today still fit within a components-in-a-box design, but we are in
the midst of record spending investment in smart clothing and e-textile
products.
“To reach the masses, wearable technology must
be useful, practical
and fashionable, and
seamless integration
within textiles and
clothing is seen as
a key part of this,” notes James
Hayward, technology analyst at
UK-based IDTechEx Research. “With
many challenges, not least around
washability, durability and in manufacturing, the majority of projects
over the last decade were restricted
to low volume niche products. This
is now changing.”
As more traditional sporting
goods companies (such as Nike,
Under Armour and Adidas) not only
get into this category, but start to
lead it, the integration of wearable
tech into softgoods has a chance to
alter the sporting goods landscape.
At sporting goods retail, the category is now comprised mostly of
fitness trackers, headphones and
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watches. Smart shirts and smart
shoes are coming next. And 2016
could move us beyond that as innovation from suppliers helps reduce
costs. Materials companies such
as DuPont, Nagase/EMS, Hitachi
Chemical and others now offer
specialized electronic materials for
apparel. Electronics manufacturing
services giants like Flex and Jabil
are invested heavily, the latter
having acquired leading integrator Clothing+ in 2015.
The “value chain”
is assembling and
volume production
will soon be possible for a
variety of diverse products, explains
Hayward.
Research by IDTechEx concludes
that the market for e-textiles will
reach over $3 billion by 2026, from
around $100 million in 2015.
New Balance is the latest sporting goods brand to go all-in on the
digital category. NB kicked off the
new year by announcing the launch
of a Digital Sport division that will
focus on “understanding, motivating and improving the lives of athletes through digital experiences
and wearable technologies.” The
first consumer product from NB to
launch from the new division will
be a smartwatch, expected to begin

retailing in the 2016 holiday season.
“Digital technology has truly
revolutionized, very quickly, this
industry and New Balance wants to
continue to be a brand on the forefront, arming our athletes with the
cutting-edge products that will help
them reach peak performance,” says
Rob DeMartini, president and CEO
of New Balance.
NB is partnering with leading digital, hardware and software companies, including Intel, Google, Strava
and Zepp, on the initiative.
NB’s Digital Sport division will
initially focus on three product categories: devices, including the smartwatch; embedded technology, such
as intelligent sensors integrated into
New Balance footwear and apparel;
and performance sport, including
a sports equipment micro-fob that
senses, analyzes and provides feedback on the athlete’s performance.
To kick off 2016, Under Armour
unveiled its first-ever Smart Shoe
as well as a Connected Fitness
product portfolio. The aim is
not just to offer up a new fitness tracking device or to
change the way athletes
dress, but to “change
the way athletes live,”
Under Armour founder
and CEO Kevin Plank
said at the recent
product launch. He
described the products as
“empowering athletes with
the information to make better decisions and ultimately enrich
their lives in a way that’s never been
done before.”
The new UA SpeedForm Gemini
2 Record Equipped shoe tracks
and stores data, including time and
date, duration, distance and splits. It
allows the athlete to run device-free.
The Gemini 2 RE, $150, will be available in late February.
The centerpiece of Under
Armour’s Connected Products
portfolio is the UA HealthBox.
Designed in partnership with HTC,
it is described as “the world’s first
connected fitness system that measures, monitors and manages the
most important drivers of health
and fitness — sleep, fitness, activ-

ity and nutrition.” It includes a fitness band, heart rate monitor and
a smart scale that connect with the
UA Record app on a smartphone to
provide insights on health and fitness.
So what exactly is in the UA
HealthBox? UA Band is designed to
be worn all-day, every day. It tracks
daily activity, workouts and sleep.
UA Heart Rate is a compact heart
rate monitor with an innovative
micro snap technology designed to
make it undetectable during workouts. UA Scale is a Wi-Fi enabled
scale with advanced conductive
paint technology that enables
weight and body fat percentage
readings. — Cara Griffin

A ‘Wow’ Innovation
in Materials
We’ll see a brand new take on
the “holy grail” of waterproof/
breathable tech in 2016 and beyond.
Suppliers have pulled something
of a switcheroo when it comes
to hardshell design, moving the
membrane to the outside. By
re-imagining how to create
outer-layer performance,
new jackets in Fall 2016
emphasize lightweight
breathability in a more
streamlined product.
Also key, that by letting
the membrane do the
work, a DWR treatment can
be eliminated.
Gore’s new Gore-Tex Active
has a permanent beading surface
on the outside that is durably water
and windproof due to the Gore-Tex
membrane. With no face textile
applied to the outside, the garment’s
weight can be significantly reduced.
Another advantage, and a welcome
update from traditional fabrications,
is that Gore-Tex Active users won’t
experience the chilling effect or long
dry times typically associated with a
wetted out, face fabric.
Columbia Sportswear also takes
what might be called an “inside out”
approach to performance with its
Fall 2016 OutDry Extreme products.
The technology, launching this
Spring, is now offered in shells, insulated jackets, bibs and gloves. In Fall
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FORECAST 2016
Store Rationalization
With more purchase options
than ever for consumers, retailers
have steadily discovered they
may not need as many brick-andmortar locations or as much unit
square footage to sell and showcase
merchandise. Now that they are
armed with final holiday sales data
from both physical stores and
ecommerce, look for many to make
adjustments to store expansion
strategies as the next retail fiscal
year kicks off. New tools such as
the in-store endless aisle where
shoppers can locate any of a
particular retailers’ merchandise
chain and distribution center-wide
on a kiosk or mobile device (and
have it shipped overnight to their
doorstep) means less need to keep
the heat and lights on in store
locations where rent cost or store
traffic is less than desirable.
— Bob McGee

Run Heats Up
Is the tide turning? Retailers
reported new heat in the running
market as 2015 drew to a close:

driven by hot retro silhouettes
and fast-looking lightweight styles,
the category started challenging
longtime king basketball for
fashion dominance. Heading into
the new year, running should
continue to take share with styleconscious consumers and runners
alike. Modern running looks, both
fashion and technical, should
continue to gain strength heading
into spring, and the brands and
retailers that can present a welledited selection of running and
running-inspired footwear will
benefit. — Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

The Concussion Discussion
As football goes, so goes the rest
of the team sports business. And
with participation numbers down
across the board, all fingers point
to safety concerns as the culprit.
The ongoing concerns over player
safety – specifically, concussions
– will continue to dominate any
discussion on football in 2016. It
didn’t help that a major motion
picture that debuted Christmas
Day focused on the issue as well.

Like in “Concussion,” researchers
and vendors are working feverishly
to find ways to make the game
safer, while associations and
leagues, led by the NFL, continue
to throw piles of money at the
problem to keep kids on the
gridiron. — Michael Jacobsen

Let The Games Begin
More BSN?
Acquisitions and aggressive
hiring in the past 12 months saw
BSN Sports take some giant strides
towards it ambitious
goal of creating a
national network of
team dealers. The
Farmer’s Branch,
TX, firm added more
than 150 sales pros
in the past year in
states ranging from
Wisconsin to Utah,
from New Mexico
to New York, and it now boasts
more than 125,000 customers
nationwide — one in every zip
code it boasts. With more than 600
sales professionals it now claims
a ratio of one for every 20 to 25

2-BUTTON HENLEY
W/ CONTRAST STRETCH MESH

NEW
FOR

N3315/NB3315
Adult: S – 3XL / Youth: XS – XL
• 100% Polyester Interlock, 4 opunces per square yard
• 91% Polyester, 9% Spandex Stretch Mesh inserts at the
shoulder and below the armhole, 5.9 ounces per square yard
• Moisture Wicking, Odor Resistant, Stain Release
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In August, the Summer Olympics
will kick off and the eyes of the
sports world will turn to Rio de
Janeiro. And while the stories of
breakout athletic
performances and
the impacts of the
games, both good
and ill, on the
home nation will
dominate the news
cycle, retailers and
market watchers
will be looking for
something else: new
footwear and apparel technologies.
The big brands (including Team
USA sponsor Nike and Olympic
sponsor Adidas) historically have
used the event as a launching pad
for their pinnacle tech innovations
— concepts that tend to trickle
down and change the game at the
mass level in a few seasons. Just
look at Flyknit — the performance
tech Nike developed for the 2012
Olympic Games has become a
style staple. So in addition to
the historic boost footwear and
apparel sales get in an Olympic
year, retailers should be keeping
their eyes on what could be
coming down the pike.
— Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

All-Season Outdoor Gear

2016

*ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS MAY APPLY. CALL FOR DETAILS

schools in its territories. The next
year should see a steady diet of
acquisitions and new hires as BSN
leverages its technology platform
with its enormous reach to change
the game in team sports.
—Michael Jacobsen

888 464 3824 | www.A4.com

Companies have been talking
about it for the past couple of
years, but previews of Fall 2016
lines show the “All-Season” trend
is now a full-fledged category
for outdoor brands, particularly
in the footwear realm. The
unpredictability of winter weather
is playing a big part. Retailers
need items that will sell regardless
of the snowfall (or lack thereof).
Bulky boots are on their way out.
Lightweight, weather-resistant
boots and shoes that work any day
of the year are in. The increasing
availability, and affordability,
of materials that can allow for
footwear to be both breathable
and weather-resistant has created
a perfect storm of footwear that
can be worn 12 months a year.
— Cara Griffin
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RETAIL
REGISTRATION
OPENS
APRIL1

June 9-10, 2016 / McCormick Place, Chicago

Great Speakers Include:
Robyn Waters, Former VP of Trend, Design and Product Development at Target
“How Retailers Can Better Understand and Serve Today’s Female Consumer.”
The Second Annual IRRA Summit / June 8, 2016

Apparel
Footwear
Hosiery
Running
Fitness
Yoga
Cycling
Swim
New Tech
Gear
Pilates
Recovery
Nutrition
Compression
Conference
Trade Show

Exhibitors Contact:
Beth Gordon
bgordon@formula4media.com
949-293-1378
or your account manager
Retailers Contact:
Mark Sullivan
msullivan@formula4media.com
646-319-7878
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END INSIGHT
(Still) The All-Time Greats
The 10 Greatest Sports
Stars of All Time

1. Michael Jordan

A new generation of star athletes is making its mark, but some things haven’t changed. Michael Jordan is still number one. This
is according to The Harris Poll survey of U.S. adults, surveyed online between September 9 and 17, 2015. Among the questions
asked: Who is the greatest sports star of all time? Jordan tops the list, with Babe Ruth coming in second and Muhammad Ali
ranking third. Tennis star Serena Williams comes in fourth. Rounding out the top five is quarterback Peyton Manning. Quarterback
Joe Montana is sixth, LeBron James is seventh, Tiger Woods is eighth, Tom Brady is ninth and Wayne Gretzky is tenth.

2. Babe Ruth

3. Muhammad Ali

5. Peyton Manning

6. Joe Montana

7. LeBron James

8. Tiger Woods

9. Tom Brady

10. Wayne Gretzky

More Superstar Stats
Other insights shared by The Harris Poll: Men voted Babe Ruth into second place. Among women, Serena Williams came in second. Millennials rank LeBron
James second, followed by Serena Williams in third. Gen Xers and Baby Boomers both ranked Muhammad Ali second and Babe Ruth third. O

THE GREATEST ...
BASEBALL PLAYER
1. Babe Ruth
2. Hank Aaron
3. Mickey Mantle

FOOTBALL PLAYER
1. Joe Montana
2. Tom Brady
3. Peyton Manning

BASKETBALL PLAYER
1. Michael Jordan
2. Wilt Chamberlain
3. LeBron James

GOLFER
1.Tiger Woods
2. Arnold Palmer
3. Jack Nicklaus

TENNIS PLAYER
1. Serena Williams
2. Roger Federer
3. Pete Sampras

SOCCER PLAYER
1. Pele
2. Lionel Messi
3. David Beckham

Source: The Harris Poll. For more information, or to see other recent polls, visit TheHarrisPoll.com.
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Photo credits: Wikimedia Commons/top clockwise: Lipofski Basketballphoto.com, Library of Congress, Wikimedia Commons, CharlieTPhotographic, Cpl. Michelle M. Dickson, Phil Hull, Keith Allison, U.S. Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class Molly A. Burgess, Jeffrey Beall, Håkan Dahlström. Bottom, left to right: Pathe Freres, Sean L. Dickinson, D. Myles Cullen, Tim Hipps, Doha Stadium Plus Qatar, Fabio Rodrigues Pozzebom

4. Serena Williams
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